DIRECTIONS (LEFT-RIGHT HRT’S)

1. You will need a 1/2″ guide. If you have a ruler that is easy for you to see then use it. Otherwise you can make a guide from an index card. Simply mark 1/2″ from both edges of the corner of the index card.

2. Lay out both pieces of fabric.
3. Flip the left piece so the wrong side is facing up. Using the index card guide draw dots on the LOWER LEFT and UPPER RIGHT of the face down fabric on the left. And draw dots on the UPPER LEFT and LOWER RIGHT of the face up fabric. Since these dots will be well into your seam allowance, it doesn’t matter what type of marking pen that you use.

4. Draw a diagonal line that connects the dots on each piece of fabric.

5. Lift the face down piece and rotating to the left slightly place on top of the face up piece and match the diagonal lines.

6. Pin in place.
7. Using the diagonal line as a guide sew a seam 1/4″ on either side of the line.

8. Cut on diagonal line.


10. And you have two HRT’s!

“SQUARING” UP YOUR HRT

1. First you want to make sure your long edges are straight and parallel. As you can see, they should be pretty close and may just need to be trimmed a little.
2. Trim. Rotate and repeat on opposite side.

3. Rotate block 90 degrees so that it is laying on its side. Keeping your ruler lined up with the long side, slide ruler across the HRT until the 1/4” intersection touches the diagonal line of your HRT.

4. Trim.

5. Rotate and repeat on opposite end.
DIRECTIONS FOR OPPOSITE HRT (RIGHT-LEFT HRT’S)

Note: Unlike Half Square Triangles, your diagonal line will be in the same orientation on both of your finished Half Rectangle Triangles no matter how you turn it. To make a set of Half Rectangle Triangles with a diagonal line in the opposite direction steps 3 and 5 will be different.

3. Flip the left piece so the right side is facing the cutting mat. Using the index card guide or the half inch intersection on your ruler draw dots on the UPPER LEFT and LOWER RIGHT of the face down fabric. And draw dots on the LOWER LEFT and UPPER RIGHT of the face up fabric.

4. Draw line through the dots on each of the pieces of fabric.

5. Lift the face down piece and rotating to the right slightly place on top of the face up piece and match the diagonal lines. (Not shown in pictures but it is essentially like step 5 above, you just rotate right instead of left.)

All other steps are the same.

QUILTS!

As with Half Square Triangles, Half Rectangle Triangles can be used in countless arrangements to make fun and interesting quilts. Here’s another quilt using long skinny HRT’s. This one is called the Merge Quilt:
Brother DreamCreator™ Quilting & Sewing Machine

If you have a passion for quilting and sewing, the new DreamCreator™ Innov-is VQ2400 from the V-Series lineup will thrill you. This versatile quilting and sewing machine was built to give home-based quilting and sewing enthusiasts their next dream machine. Advanced features like the MuVit™ Digital Dual Feed – a motor driven foot and smooth, easy pivoting with the Pivot Function, make this the ideal machine for working on quilts or any project with thin or layered fabrics. Built with 50% brighter lighting than most Brother™ machines, you can now see your work in brilliant light… no more task lights needed! Sew and quilt faster – up to 1,050 stitches per minute, while enjoying luxuries like Automatic Needle Threading and bobbin winding while sewing. With all these great features packed into our most affordable V-Series machine yet, why not start creating today?

- Available at Authorized Innov-is Dealers Only
- 561 sewing stitches (531 built-in, 30 on CD), 14 one-step auto-size buttonhole styles, 3 sewing fonts, 1 Cyrillic font and 1 Japanese font
- MuVit™ Digital Dual Feed
- Large 3.6” x 6.0” LCD touch screen display
- Automatic Height Adjuster™ AHA® feature
- Up to 1,050 SPM Bobbin Winding While Sewing
- 2 USB ports
- 10-inch LED lighting
- Pivot function
- Lockstitch key
- V-series: Our largest workspace ever - 5” x 11.25”
- Optional Multi-Function Foot Controller
- Available at your local Brother dealer

BROther INNOV-IS

brothersews.com